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5 November 2010 

Hon Brian C Ellis MLC 
C/- Ms Linda Omar 
Committee Clerk 
Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs 
Legislative Council 
Parliament House 
Perth W A 6000 

Dear Mr Ellis 

RE: PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY INTO COCKBURN CEMENT, MUNSTER 

Cockburn Cement provides the attached submission to the Standing Committee on Environment and Public 
Affairs for its Inquiry into the company's Munster Plant. 

While the submission fully addresses the points raised in the Tern1S of Reference, I request to appear 
before the Committee to explain and elaborate on our submission. 

As our submission explains, the Munster Plant is a vital economic asset for Western Australia's future, and 
one that operates successfully within a clearly defined legal and regulatory framework. Cockburn Cement 
is committed to continually improving its operations and keeping pace with the evolution of its local 
community, particularly in terms of the expectations of the growing number of residents choosing to live 
near the Munster Plant. 

For this reason the company undertakes a wide range of activities to ensure that it has a minimal effect on 
the local environment and undertakes the monitoring, testing and modelling required to reassure local 
residents there are no adverse health impacts from operations at the Munster Plant. 

Importantly, the company already has in place a number of capital investment and operational activities 
that will build on previous successes in environmental management. 

I am pleased that the Committee will visit our Munster Plant on 15 November at 10.00 am to gain a fuller 
understanding of the history of the site, its relationship to the local community, the various operations that 
are undertaken during cement and lime production, and our approach to managing environmental issues. 

I will be pleased to personally conduct you and the other Committee members on a tour of our site and, 
along with my colleagues, provide any briefing you require. 

I look forward to meeting you and the other members of the Committee at Munster. 

Yours sincerely 

Martin Brydon 
Executive General Manager - Cement and Lime 
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Executive Summary 

Cockbul11 Cement Limited's operations in Westem Australia were conm1enced at the Munster Plant in 
1951. Following various corporate changes, CCL is now a subsidiary of Adelaide Brighton Limited, a 
publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. As both the Munster Plant and the local 
residential population have grown over the past 50 years, so too have CCL's effOlis to minimise its 
potential impacts on the local environment. Since 2005, CCL has spent in excess of $74 million at the 
Munster Plant on a range of operational, environmental and other improvements designed improve the 
reliability of the Munster Plant and to reduce community concel11S relating to dust and odour. 

Importantly, CCL has regularly conducted major studies relating to dust, odour and other emissions that 
have established clear and accredited data which indicates that the Munster Plant bas some amenity effect 
consistent with the size and nature of its operations. Although it has no identifiable adverse health impact 
on the local COl1lli1Unity, an amenity effect is unavoidable due to the Munster Plant's size, complexity and 
longevity in the area. 

The majority of the Munster Plant's environmental issues are associated with an area of Munster 
immediately north of the site that lies within the KAQB. CCL understands that this area contains 153 
residences and 10 vacant blocks. 

In this submission CCL makes the following key points, supported by a range of evidence, demonstrating 
the adequacy of CCL' s actions to minimise its impact on the environment: 

• The operations at the Munster Plant are undeliaken within a legal and regulatory framework 
that provides celiainty for CCL, its customers and the community. There is no basis for 
changing this framework. 

• There is no independent or scientific evidence known to CCL that demonstrates the health of 
people in the local community is impacted by the Munster Plant. Significantly, there is no 
evidence of CCL' s employees ' health being impacted at the Munster Plant despite thousands 
of people being employed at the Munster Plant since 1955, many for long periods covering 
several decades. 

• During steady state operation, emissions from the Munster Plant are well within the 
requirements of the Operating Licence and relevant national and intemational health 
guidelines. 

• During ESP shutdowns, prin1arily caused by regulatory / safety procedures (protection to 
avoid combustion of unbul11t gases in the ESP), more dust is emitted than under nom1al 
operating conditions. Although the Operating Licence recognises and provides for these 
events, CCL continues to implement measures including investing substantial capital to 
reduce both the OCCUlTence as well as the potential impact associated with events of this 
nature. 

• CCL has implemented substantial investment and improvement plans and as a result dust 
emissions have been significantly reduced during steady state operations. Tbis has also 
enabled the Munster Plant to continuously meet the stringent DEC licence limits with each 
licence review since 2003. 

• Modelling, of the GLC of stack emissions based on the DEC recognised' AUSPLUME' 
model clearly establishes that emissions from steady state operations are within health 
guidelines. A review of this data by the Depmiment of Health in 2003 agreed there should be 
no detrimental impact on public health impacts from emissions from the Munster Plant during 
steady state operations. 
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• eeL is steadily and proactively seeking to reduce emissions from the Munster Plant through a 
range of actions and a fOl1nalised process. 

• The actions taken at the site to address environmental health issues, especially with regard to 
EIP activities, have exceeded required responses and planning in tenns of identification of 
issues, adequacy of actions taken and overall compliance of operations. 

• Planned major enviro1U11entai improvement actions, including a $24 million baghouse on 
kiln 6 and the care and maintenance of kiln 2, will lead to an approximate 30 per cent 
reduction in dust emissions from the site by the end of 20 11 , when the baghouse is expected 
to be fully commissioned and operational. 

• The minimisation of envirolUnental effects will only be achieved through improving the 
stability of the processes at the Muster Plant rather than invoking tighter emissions limits, as 
the emission limits imposed by the Operating Licence are already among the most stringent in 
Westem Australia . 

The Munster Plant is vital to the future of the Westem Australian economy. In particular, it is essential to 
the ongoing operation of the gold and alumina industries which have no local substitute for the quicklime 
required to neutralise acid in their operations. eeL expenditure is estimated to support a contribution to 
Gross State Product of $283 million per annum and supports 2180 jobs (FTE's) in the Westem Australian 
economy. 

eeL is working effectively within an appropriate regulatory regime and will continue to mitigate the 
environmental impact of its operations tlu'ough various operational management plans and associated 
improvement plans. As eeL continues to reduce its enviro1U11ental effects, it is equally important that 
other authorities consider carefully any further rezoning or other measures which may lead to increased 
subdivision and residential density in the areas surrounding the Munster Plant. 

eeL is conmutted, through its continuing compliance with the Operating Licence conditions and the EIP 
process, to undeliaking a range of activities at the Munster Plant that will result in significant reduction in 
emissions. Key to these improvements is the conu1utment to the construction of a baghouse on kiln 6 by 
the end of 20 11 and the care and maintenance of kiln 2 in early 2011. 

eeL makes a very positive contribution to the welfare of Westem Australia and Australia. The success of 
eeL has been built on the work of its people at all levels and the suppOli it has received from the 
conununity and the State. 
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CCl Submission to Parliamentary Inquiry 

1. Introduction 
CCL presents this infonnation in a structure and style that responds to the Tem1s of Reference, willie 
explaining the operations at the Munster Plant and addressing various issues of interest to the broader 
conm1Unity. 

We recognise that not all members of the Committee will be familiar with CCL, the Munster Plant, or the 
cement and quicklime production process. This submission therefore conm1ences with: 

• An overview of the Munster Plant, including a history of its development, importance of the 
economic contlibution to Westem Australia , production processes, raw materials utilisation 
and engagement with the local community; and 

• An outline of the legal framework within which CCL is required to undertake all aspects of its 
cun-ent operations. This section also addresses the recent history of regulation at the site and 
the overlap of envirOlm1entai and planning issues that impact on local residents. 

Five concems (health, envirOlID1ental, odour, dust and propeliy) have been identified in the Terms of 
Reference of the Parliamentary Inquiry and this submission directly addresses them by: 

• Addressing the potential environmental health concerns that are relevant to the local 
community of dust , odour and other emissions from the Munster Plant; and 

• Detailing the specific actions taken by CCL within its regulatory framework to address issues 
related to the identified concerns as well as demonstrating the adequacy of those actions. 

CCL continues to demonstrate compliance with its Operating Licence and will endeavour to continue 
with its plmmed improvement program. 

CCL welcomes the oPPOliunity to make this submission in response to the Parliamentary Inquiry into the 
Munster Plant. 

CCL recognises the potential impacts of its operation, however, these should be viewed in the context 
outlined in this submission. CCL accepts that community expectations about local and regional amenity 
have increased and that is likely to continue over time. CCL has a responsibility to ensure that its 
operations do not unreasonably affect the enjoyment by others of the local environment, including their 
own property. 
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2. Site Overview 
2.1 History of site 

CCL's operations in Westem Australia were commenced at the Munster Plant in 1951. Following various 
corporate changes, CCL is now a subsidiary of ABL, a wholly owned Australian company. 

The Munster Plant site was chosen due to its close proximity to high quality limestone and because it has 
good access to pOli, road and rail facilities for receiving raw materials and dispatching products. The site 
is located on the coastal plain, approximately 20 kilometres south of Fremantle and approximately 5.5 
kilometres inland from the coast. 

The historical development of the site is outlined below for ease of reference: 

• The initial cement manufacturing capacity of the Munster Plant was 90,000 tOlmes per year, 
and the ftrst load of cement was delivered in August 1955. 

• Kiln 3 was conunissioned in 1968. 

• Kiln 4 was conm1issioned in 1971. 

• In 1972, CCL established a shellsand pumping station at Woodman Point for the purpose of 
pumping shellsand slurry, tlu'ough a 5.5 kilometre sluny pipeline to the Munster Plant. The 
shellsand dredging program has provided an added economic advantage for Westem Australia 
in that it has helped construct the two shipping chaJmels into Cockbum Sound for the 
Fremantle Port Authority. 

• CCL commenced quicklime supply to the alumina industry in 1973, following the ratiftcation 
in State Parliament of the State Agreement. The State Agreement required CCL to undertake a 
major long term shellsand dredging program in speciftc areas of Owen Anchorage. 

• In 1979, CCL conunissioned a state of the ali quicklime kiln (kiln 5). 

• In 1996 a second quicklime kiln, kiln 6 was conmussioned. 

• The ilutial kiln (kiln I), constructed in the 1950's, was deconunissioned in 1998. 

Long tenn security of supply for shellsand or an equivalent raw material resource is required by the State 
Agreement. In October 2010 a Variation Agreement was passed by the Westem Australian Parliament 
and it provided CCL access to a fUliher 20 years or 60 nullion tonnes of shellsand reserves. 

Over a period of 50 years a total of six cement and quicklime kilns have been built and commissioned at 
the site. Cunently, of the six kilns installed, only ftve kilns are operational. It is anticipated that kiln 2 
will cease production in late 2010 or early 2011. The remaining kilns produce: 

• Kiln 3 - grey clinker used for the manufacture of general purpose cement. 

• Kiln 4 - grey clinker used for the manufacture of general purpose cement. 

• Kiln 5 - quicklime. 

• Kiln 6 - quicklime. 

The Munster Plant is cunently licensed to include cement clinker and quicklime manufacturing, cement 
sluny manufacturing, cement nulling and bulk cement and quicklime storage. CCL produces both bulk 
and bagged Portland and blended cements and a range of specialty cements for construction. Quicklime is 
produced for Westem Australia 's resources industry, primarily alumina and gold. Quicklime is also used 
for water treatment, sewerage treatment, neutralising acids, ftxing dissolved wastes and heavy metals. 

The MW1ster Plant is the largest fully integrated cement and quicklime plant in Australia, reflecting the 
lugh level of local demand for both cement and quicklime as key materials for a growing economy based 
on the resources sector. 
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The Munster Plant is located at the northern most tip of Area B ofthe Kwinana EPP Area, which is the 
area that includes all the major industrial premises in the Kwinana Industrial Area. A map is included as 
Annexure B. The Munster Plant, which includes several quarries and is located within the planning area 
of the Hope Valley Wattleup Redevelopment Project and the surrounding land maintains its traditional 
'rural' zoning. Further information on the planning context is included in section 4.6. 

The northern site boundary has low-density housing immediately adjacent and within the KAQB, as 
outlined in section 4.5. There are 153 houses in this area and 10 vacant blocks. Approximately 
1.5 kilometres from the stacks to the north east, substantial new residential area is being developed and is 
now home to several thousand people. 

On the western side of the site are Lake Coogee and the light industrial areas surrounding the Australian 
Marine Complex. The site is also surrounded to the east and south by market gardens and other medium 
and small industry. To the south there is a large waste landfill operation operated by the City of 
Cockburn. 

Figure 1: Aerial image of the Munster Plant 
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2.2 Quicklime production process 
The quicklime production process consists of: 

• The key raw material for quicklime is calcium carbonate (CaC03) in the form of shellsand. 
Shellsand is dredged from the seabed at Owen Anchorage and landed at Woodman Point 
where it is washed and then pumped as a slUlTY to a stockpile at the Munster Plant. 

• The shellsand is fed into kiln 5 and 6 pre-heater towers at a controlled rate. 

• The shellsand cascades down through 'cyclones ' in the pre-heater tower and while doing so is 
mixed with hot gases rising from a rotary kiln. During this process heat exchange occurs 
between the hot gases and the shellsand. By the time the shells and reaches the bottom of the 
tower its temperature is in excess of 800 degrees Celsius. 

• The de-carbonation process, that is the liberation of carbon dioxide from the shellsand, which 
commences within the tower is completed in the rotary kiln. The resultant material is 
primarily calcium oxide, otherwise known as quicklime. The quicklime is discharged tlu'ough 
coolers into storage silos ready to be transported to bulk road or rail tankers. 
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Figure 2: Quicklime manufacturing process 
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2.3 Cement production process 

The cement production process consists of: 

• The key raw material for cement clinker production, calcium carbonate (CaC03), is taken 
from local limestone and shellsand. 

• Limestone is taken from local quarries, crushed and stockpiled for use. Shellsand is dredged 
from the seabed at Owen Anchorage and landed at Woodman Point where it is washed and 
then pumped as a slurry to a stockpile at the Munster Plant. Other raw materials include 
bauxite, shale and iron ore. The raw materials are mixed and grow1d in wet mills to produce 
a slulTY that is stored in basins ready for delivery to one of three clinker kilns at the Munster 
Plant. 

• The slun'y is fed into the rotary kilns, which are heated to high temperatures by fuels 
including coal and gas. Wet kiln technology is utilised for clinker production at Munster. 
Essentially this incorporates the use of water for the transportation of raw materials to the 
kilns. 

• The rotary kilns are long refractory lined rotating tubes. 

• As slUlTY enters the kiln the water is driven off leaving the dry raw materials to be heated 
through a series of hanging chains installed in the rotary kiln. The temperature of the raw 
materials is increased as the material passes tlu'ough the kiln, the first reaction is the de
carbonation process, being the liberation of carbon dioxide from the raw materials. As the 
temperature exceeds 1400 degrees Celsius the raw materials fuse to form clinker nodules. 

The clinker nodules drop into cooling tubes, which draw in air to cool the clinker. 

• The clinker nodules are then milled along with gypsum (calcium sulphate) to produce the 
final cement product. 

• The cement is either placed in bulk silos or bagged for distribution to customers. 
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Figure 3: Cement manufacturing process 
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2.4 Raw materials 

The raw materials used in the production of quicklime and cement at the Munster Plant are outlined in 
Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Raw material used in quicklime and cement production at CCL 's Munster Plant 

Materials Products made Sources 

Shellsand Quicklime, cement clinker and cement production Owen Anchorage 

Limestone Cement clinker and cement production Local quarries 

Bauxite Cement clinker production lalTahdale, Western Australia 

Iron oxide Cement clinker production Iron ore mines, West em Australia 

Slag Cement production Blast furnace by-product 

Gypsum Cernent production Wheatbelt, Westem Australia 

Coal Quicklime and Cement clinker production Collie, Westem Australia 

Natural gas Quicklime and Cement clinker production North west shelf 

Shale Cement clinker production Coal quarry over-burden 

Spent catalyst Cement clinker production BP Refinery, K winana 

The raw materials are composed of key chemical components that are standard ingredients of quicklime 
and cement production worldwide. The fuel somces for quicklime and cement production vary across 
Australia and between countries depending on availability of different fuels. 

2.5 Sustainability and management principles 

CCL, through the Cement Industry Federation of Australia, has participated in the development of 
industry codes for cement manufactming. The process has been conducted through the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development - Cement Sustainability Initiative CWBeSD - eSI) and covers 
practices in: 

• Community consultation. 

• Selection of altemative resources . 

• Local impacts . 

• Climate change. 

• Health and safety. 

• Emission reduction. 

• Concrete recycling. 

• Sustainable construction. 

The work done through the WBCSD - CSI has contributed to the basis of CCL's business sustainability 
agenda. eCL will continue to undertake a balanced set of actions in social, envirolUl1ent and economic 
perfol1l1ance across its operations. 
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CCL publicly reports its perf0l111anCe tlu·ough the Adelaide Brighton Limited annual Sustainability 
Report . This repoli covers cleaner production and waste reduction actions, energy and energy efficiency 
measures, greenhouse gas emissions, health and safety perfol111ance, water conservation improvements, 
product development initiatives and research and development projects including sea grass planting and 
regeneration in Cockbul11 Sound. 

Mandatory repOliing required by CCL includes Operating Licence requirements, National Pollutant 
Inventory reporting, Energy Efficiency Opportunities both public and Goverm11ent repOliing, National 
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting. 

Intel11ationally, the Munster Plant contributes to the Carbon Disclosure Project reporting on greenhouse 
emissions and to industry sector data for cement and lime. 

2.6 Community relations 

CCL recognises the importance of engaging with the conU11unity and devotes considerable resources to 
conU11Unityengagements. 

The EIP process, which is encouraged by the DEC, provides an ongoing forum for conU11Unity 
representatives and individuals to raise any issues of concel11. The EIP Group meets bi-monthly and 
includes local conununity representatives. CCL provides an update of progress surrounding the 
implementation of envirOlU11ental improvement initiatives and presents envirom11ental infol111ation to 
community representatives while responding to questions or issues raised. The meetings are documented 
and minutes are circulated. Key stakeholder organisations, including the DEC and the City of Cockbul11, 
are represented on the conunittee and f0l111 an active part of the EIP Group which is chaired by an 
independent conU11unity member. 

CCL recognises the contribution of the EIP Group since its inception. The regular open and honest 
conU11unications between all parties allows constructive exchange of infon:nation. One area where CCL 
would like to focus the EIP Group is the dissemination of this information to the conU11Unity groups or 
organisations which they in tUI11 represent. This flow of infol111ation back to the conU11Uruty or 
organisational groups is managed by CCL's Coordinator of Community Relations, who oversees a more 
intensive engagement with the conununity. 

The Munster Plant has a cOlID11Unity complaints register that is maintained as required by the Operating 
Licence. The register is managed by the Coordinator of Conununity Relations and there is a defined 
process for taking and responding to complaints. 

It is important to note that not all complaints can be linked to the Munster Plant as the surrounding area 
has a diverse range of activities and industries that could impact on the local and wider area, including 
quarrying and market gardening. 

Monthly statistics of public complaints are repOlied to senior ABL management. 
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3. Economic importance 
CCL's Munster Plant is the largest producer of cement and quicklime in Australia. 

The Munster Plant produces about 65 per cent of the cement consumed in Westem Australia, primarily 
for house building and general and infrastructure construction. 

The Munster Plant produces nearly 100 per cent of the quicklime consumed in Westem Australia . 
Quicklime is primarily used as an alkaline (PH) altering reagent by the resources sector, but is also used 
for other key activities, such as water treatment. 

In Westem Australia the alumina and gold industries rely on the quicklime produced at the Munster Plant 
to neutralise acids in their production process. There is no viable local altemative to quicklime in Westem 
Australia for these industries. 

CCL is a significant corporate contributor to the Westem Australian economy. The overall contribution to 
the State economy can be quantitatively sunU11arised as follows: 

• CCL employs 304 people in Westem Australia, paying wages and salaries annually of 
$33 million . 

• CCL's Westem Australian operations spend an estimated $230 million in supplies or other 
operating expenditures - purchases of raw materials, purchases of transport services and 
payments of tax to govemment. 

• Over the last fi ve years CCL has spent of the order of $15 million per year in investment in 
plant and equipment utilising local contracting companies for construction. 

• Modelling based on these expenditure estimates suggests that $224 million (85.2%) of the 
operating expenditure occurs within the State, while $12.7 million (84.6%) of the capital 
expenditure goes to Westem Australian based suppliers. 

• This expenditure is estimated to support a contribution to Gross State Product estimated to be 
$283 million per ammm. This is made up of the direct wages as detailed above ($33 million), 
but also includes the indirect wages and retums to capital in direct suppliers ($98 million) and 
a further impact through flow-on effects, estimated at $153 million. 

• CCL supports a total number of 2, 180 jobs (FTE's) in the State economy; 304 (or 14%) are in 
CCL operations; 113 are directly linked to investment activity undertaken by CCL; 570 are in 
entities and businesses that supply transp01i, raw materials, and other inputs to CCL; and the 
balance (1 ,200) are a consequence of the flow tlU'ough effect of these direct activities . 

CCL is highly significant in a regional context. Its operations support a total of 990 jobs in the southem 
fringes ofPelih, (243 directly at the Munster Plant, Kwinana and Woodman Point operations) while it 
suppotis in the order of 60 jobs in the Dongara region north ofPelih. 

At the national level, CCL's operations in Westem Australia are integral to a supply chain (downstream 
from the business, and flow on through induced effects) involving some 2,650 jobs. 

In addition, CCL provides inputs into the local construction and resources sector. If these inputs were not 
provided tlu-ough CCL operations much of tlus would be impotied thereby increasing construction costs 
and reducing nUlung competitiveness. 
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4. Legal Framework 
4.1 Background 

CCL's fully integrated cement and quicklime manufacturing plant operates under the State Agreement. 
An agreement was originally entered into between the State and CCL on 26 January 1961. The 1961 
agreement was not ratified by the Westem Australian Parliament. The 1961 state agreement was 
superseded by the State Agreement dated 18 February 1971 which was ratified in 1971 by the State 
Agreement Act. 

Since 1971, the State Agreement has been varied by the following further agreements, which have all 
been the subj ect of Parliamentary ratification: 

• Supplemental agreement amending the Cement Works (Cockbum Cement Limited) 
Agreement dated 25 August 1971; 

• Variation Agreement dated 24 October 1986; 

• Second Variation Agreement dated 14 May 1997; and 

• Third Variation Agreement dated 14 June 2010. 

The Third Variation Agreement was ratified and passed by the Legislative Council on 12 October 2010. 

The underlying object of the State Agreement is to minimise sovereign risk and encourage the 
establishment and continued operation of a multimillion dollar industrial facility. The significance and 
impOliance of CCL's quanying and cement and quicklime manufacturing operations is reflected in 
clauses 3(1) and 7(4) of the State Agreement. Under the agreement, CCL is obliged to can'y out its 
cement and quicklime manufacturing operations at the Munster Plant and the agreement provides CCL 
with an assurance regarding the grant of all approvals necessary to carry out its operations. 

4.2 Operations - quarrying work, cement and quicklime manufacturing 

Clause 3(1) of the State Agreement provides that CCL shall, during the tenn of the agreement, ' .. . cany 
out cement and clinker manufacturing operations or any other operations approved by the Statefrol11 
time to time on the works site or such other sites owned by [CCL} which the State may approve'. 

The Munster 'works site' is delineated on a plan annexed to the State Agreement. The 'works site' 
includes CCL's cement and clinker manufacturing site and CCL's quarrying operations. 

The 'works site', as defined in the State Agreement, was specifically identified by the State and CCL in 
1955 as the prefened site for the cement and clinker manufacturing operations because ofthe quality and 
quantity of limestone product available within the boundaries . CCL's ability to quarry the limestone 
available within the works site is fundamenta l to its continued cement and quicklime operations. 

Clause 7(4) of the State Agreement provides CCL with a right to be granted all licences necessary to 
carryon its operations, or otherwise obta in raw material required by CCL for its cement and quicklime 
manufacturing operations. 
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4.3 Shellsand dredging operations and Woodman Point wash plant facility 

In addition to creating an obligation on CCL to carry out the cement and quicklime manufacturing 
operations and granting CCL a right to the approvals necessary for its quan"ying activities, the State 
Agreement: 

• Grants CCL the right to dredge shellsand from specified areas of Owen Anchorage for the 
purposes of CCL's cement and clinker manufacturing operations and other operations that are 
approved by the State, from time to time, until 18 F ebl1lary 2031 (extended from 18 Febl1lary 
2011); and 

• Grants CCL the right to a lease and licence in respect its Woodman Point wash plant facility, 
including rights of access and carriageway for the purpose of accessing the Woodman Point 
facility; constl1lcting and maintaining powerlines; and laying, constl1lcting, using and 
maintaining pipelines for pumping water, sand or soil. 

The grant of the right to dredge shellsand is subject to a number of environmental requirements, including 
a requirement to submit an alU1Ual dredging management plan (clause 6A) and compliance with the 
conditions of Ministerial Statements 599 and 494 issued under Part IV of the EP Act. 

The background to CCL's dredging operations and its Woodman Point wash plant facility do not fall 
within the Terms of Reference of the Parliamentary Inquiry and, as such, are not addressed in any further 
detail in this submission. 

4.4 Environmental obligations 

While the State Agreement imposes an obligation on CCL to carry out cement and quicklime operations 
at the Munster Plant (see clauses 3(1) and 7(2) of the State Agreement), CCL must CalTY out its operations 
in accordance with environmental obligations imposed under both the State Agreement and the EP Act. 

Clause lOA of the State Agreement requires CCL to keep the Minister responsible for the State 
Agreement fully informed of the measures CCL has taken, is taking or proposes to take 'for the 
monitoring, protection and management of the envirolU11ent', including: 

• Noise from the Munster Plant; 

• Emissions and discharges into the air from the Munster Plant; 

• Emissions, discharges and disposals of matter on or from the Munster Plant onto or into land; 

• Sand recovery and washing at Woodman Point, including the effect thereof on the 
surrounding land and water areas; and 

• CCL's shellsand dredging operations. 

These requirements are also largely, if not entirely, covered by the requirements of the EP Act. 

CCL is also required to liaise and co-operate with the Minister on the environmental measures it is taking 
and take additional reasonable measures, as requested, with respect to the monitoring, protection and 
management of the envirolll1ent arising from its operations. 

Clause 10C of the State Agreement further provides that the tenns of the State Agreement do not exempt 
CCL from compliance with any requirement in corllection with the environment, arising out of, or 
incidental to, its activities under the State Agreement. 

CCL's environmental obligations under the State Agreement were strengthened furiher by the 
amendments of the Third Variation Agreement. 
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4.5 Emissions regulation 

Emissions are regulated under Part V of the EP Act and under the Environmental Protection Regulations 
1987 (WA) (EP Regulations). The common law also provides a form of emissions control, pmiicularly 
through the law of nuisance, negligence and trespass. 

PaIi V of the EP Act creates various offences for causing pollution or an unreasonable emission 
(section 49) or discharging waste in circumstances in which it is likely to cause pollution (section 50). 1 

(a) Operating Licence 

Where premises are prescribed under schedule 1 of the EP Regulations, it is an offence to 
establish or operate the premises for the prescribed purpose without a works approval and a 
licence under PaIi V of the EP Act. Where the registered proprietor of a prescribed premise holds 
a Pmt V licence and emits pollution or discharges waste within the terms of that licence, the 
registered proprietor will not be liable for an offence under section 49-50C. 

CCL's cement and quicklime manufacturing operations are prescribed under Schedule 1 of the 
EP Regulations as follows: 

Table 2: EP Regulations CCL 's manufacturing operations are prescribed under 

Category Category Ilame Description 

number 

43 Cement or Bauxite, lime, sand or limestone materials is used in a furnace or 
quicklime kiln in the production of cement clinker or quicklime. 

manufacturing Cement clinker, bauxite, limestone or similar material is ground. 

61A Solid waste Solid waste produced on other premises is stored, processed, 

62 

63 

64 

facility treated or discharged onto land. 

Solid waste Waste is stored, or sorted, pending final disposal or re-use. 

depot 

Class I inert Waste (as determined by reference to the 'Landfil l Waste 

landfill Classification and Waste Definitions 1996') is accepted for burial. 

Class II Waste (as determined by reference to the 'Landfill Waste 
putrescible Classification and Waste Definitions 1996') is accepted for burial. 

CCL's cement and quicklime manufacturing operations are the subject of the Operating Licence. 

The object of the Operating Licence is to minimise emissions and impacts associated with the 
operation of the cement and quicklime manufacturing facility. The Operating Licence requires 
CCL to operate its cement and quicklime works in compliance with specified emission limits and 
to monitor and report on environmental performance. 

In the event that CCL breaches the conditions of its licence, it will be liable for an offence under 
section 58C of the EP Act. 

CCL has complied with its Operating Licence conditions and is conunitted to using the best 
avai lable teclmology and teclmiques, taking into account the economic practicability of each 

1 General offences for causing material or serious environmental harm are provided under sections SOA, SOB and 

SOc. 
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emission reduction measure. The potential for further reasonable emission reduction measures is 
reviewed on an ongoing basis and appropriate measures taken where practicable, following 
agreement with the DEC. 

(b) 2002 Audit of eeL's operations 

An independent audit of the operations at the Munster Plant and its Operating Licence was 
conducted in 2002. The main purpose was to assess compliance with licence conditions as well as 
to review the DEC regulation of licensing, compliance and complaints management. An audit of 
ceL's implementation of its DIAP was also conducted and fuliher developed under the EIP 
process. 

In 2005, an independent review of the 'Enviro1U11ental Audit and Review of Cockburn Cement 
Limited Operations at Munster (2002) - Report 1 and Report 2', was conducted so as to review 
the implementation of 8 reconm1endations made to the DoE in 2002. The review found that the 
DoE had, since 2002, made improvements in its regulation of CCL and that 5 of the 8 
recommendations had been suitably implemented. 

The review also found that CCL had made genuine endeavours to address the 16 specific 
reconunendations to CCL for improvement of the implementation ofthe DIAP. The review found 
that CCL had implemented 11 out of the 16 reconm1endations. 

In 2006, as part of the DEC's ongoing review of the operations at the Munster Plant, the DEC 
prepared an Enviro1U11ental Assessment RepOli on CCL's management and mitigation of 
emissions and discharges from CCL's prescribed premises at Munster (Enviro1U11ental 
Assessment Report 2006). 

The Enviro1U11ental Assessment Report 2006 sununarised all of the environmental activities and 
improvements that CCL had undertaken from 2002 to 2005 at the Munster Plant and the 
Woodman Point wash plant. The DEC concluded that discharge to air, discharge to land and 
groundwater monitoring should be included as emission based license conditions. The DEC 
concluded that the odour emissions issue should be forwarded to the EIP Group and be excluded 
from the license in the first instance. On the dust deposition issue, the DEC concluded that the 
issue should not be included in the license but requested CCL to continue with its voluntary 
monitoring and analysis programs after appropriate consultations with the DEC. The DEC 
encouraged the f0l111ation of an EIP process and EIP Group as its preferred way for CCL to 
address a range of enviro1U11ental management issues not specifically covered by the conditions of 
the license. 

As a result of the 2002 independent audit of the Munster Plant, CCL reviewed the DIAP in 
accordance with the reconunendations of the 2002 independent audit. 

The continued development of CCL' s DIAP since 2002 has been based on the compliance 
requirements of the Operating Licence and the need for the DIAP to be fully integrated with 
ceL's EIP. 

The EIP is a comprehensive document covering all of CCL' s key operational areas and it is 
consistent with the Operating Licence, the conditions of which have been made significantly more 
stringent after each successive review, by the DEC, since 1999. 

(c) Issuing and amending the Operating Licence 

The CUlTent Operating Licence was issued on 20 March 2009 and expires on 30 March 2012. 
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Except in extraordinary circumstances, CCL has a legitimate expectation that the CUlTent licence 
will apply for its full tem1. That expectation is based on considerations which include: 

• The size of the capital investment in the plant and equipment over many decades. 

• The requirement in clause 3 of the State Agreement for CCL to can'y out its operation at the 
Munster Plant. 

• The need to avoid increased sovereign risk, particularly at a time when the world economy is 
emerging from a severe fInancial crisis. 

• 

• 

The requirement in clause 7(4) of the State Agreement that the State ensure that the Company 
is granted all necessary licences subject to reasonable terms and conditions to be agreed 
between the State and CCL. 

The importance of the enterprise to the economy of Westem Australia, in particular brought 
about by: 

(i) The economic multiplier effect of CCL's work force, contractors and local tradil1g 
or business p31iners; and 

(ii) The key part CCL's products play in creating the ability to operate a number of 
other major Westem Australian industries. 

• The entitlement of all sectors of the Westem Australian community to the stable 
administration of our laws, this being a critical component of the ability of business to operate 
effectively. 

• In addition, the conU11Unity is a legitimate stakeholder, community views must only be given 
the weight they deserve within the CUlTent legal framework, which in practice means they 
should be assessed objectively, in light of their scientifIc and legal veracity. 

• As a corollary to the last point we are involved in a legal and technical process, not a political 
process. 

The Committee is no doubt aware of the above principles, but it is important to restate them so 
there is no misunderstanding about the context ofCCL's submissions. CCL is aware of the DEC's 
various powers to amend and revoke licences. However, those bare powers should be regarded 
within their legal context, in particular the EP Act and the administrative law principles applicable 
to the exercise of such powers, that is, the rules of procedural faimess (natural justice) and the 
various grounds of ultra vires (beyond power) . 

FUliher, an important aspect of the statutory context is the requirement in clause 3 of the State 
Agreement that CCL C31TY out cement and quicklime manufacture on the site and the requirement 
that the Govemment ensures that CCL is granted all necessary licences subject to reasonable 
terms and conditions to be agreed between the State and CCL. In this context the DEC's licensing 
power must be exercised carefully, with particular regard to the statutory rights of CCL to C31TY 
out its operations at the Munster Plant in accordance with its legal obligations, unfettered by 
Uill1ecessary constraints imposed in the licensing process. In other words, there must be a 
presumption in favour of the Munster Plant continuing its operation and the govenU11ent must 
assist in achieving that outcome by exercising great care in the extent to which restrictions are 
imposed on the operations of the Munster Plant. 

At a policy level the Westem Australian Govemment and Parliament have a duty to ensure that 
the spirit, as well as the letter of all relevant laws, is honoured. The clear intent of the above 
statutory scheme is to avoid undue sovereign risk, taking into account the signifIcant investment 
in the site by CCL, the strategic impOliance of the operations to the Westem Australian economy 
and the intemational reputation of the State for safe investment. 
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The merits of valid amendments to the Operating Licence should be considered against the extent 
to which they enhance environmental protection. 

In light of the above, any amendments to the Operating Licence which are substantive and may in 
effect change the underlying character ofthe Operating Licence are not pemlissible. While CCL 
is not implacably opposed to change, the current operations have reached a high level of 
sophistication and CCL has and will continue to participate in extensive community liaison, 
which is consistent with the EIP process promoted by the DEC. 

In these cirCWllstances substantive changes to the Operating Licence which are untested or a 
reaction to conU11Unity or media pressure are unacceptable. 

Further, CCL will continue to seek to work with Goverml1ent in a spirit of co-operation to address 
community concel11s. 

(d) Environmental Protection (Kwinana) (Atmospheric Wastes) Policy 1999 
(Kwinana EPP) 

The Munster Plant falls within the policy area of the Kwinana EPP. The Kwinana EPP was 
approved under Part III of the EP Act and has the force of law as if enacted as part of the EP Act. 

The K winana EPP regulates the emission of sulphur dioxide and TSP within the K winana 
Industrial Area . Clause 2 of the Kwinana EPP states that the purpose of the Kwinana EPP is to: 

• Provide for ambient air quality standards and ambient air quality limits for the concentration 
of atmospheric wastes in the relevant portion of the envirOlU11ent; and 

• Establish a programme which may be used to control the discharge of atmospheric wastes 
from industrial sources so that those standards and limits can respectively be achieved and 
complied with. 

The K winana EPP applies to an area comprising the local government districts of Cockburn, 
K winana and Rockingham and regulates, in particular, Sulphur dioxide and TSP. 

The relationship between the cumulative concentration of the regulated emissions at a particular 
point in a region and the emissions of several independent industries has been recognised by the 
DEC as being complex, paliicularly in coastal areas. The complexity of the relationship means 
that simplistic controls are unsuitable. Requiring each individual industry to conduct its 
operations so as not to cause or contribute to an exceedance of the ambient standards and limits of 
a region is not practical. On the other hand, prescriptive command and control has been 
considered not to offer a reasonable basis for confidence that the ambient standards and limits will 
be achieved and has therefore also been considered unacceptable.2 

It is understood that the Kwinana EPP was chosen as the most effective mechanism available for 
dealing with relevant emissions in the Kwinana Industrial Area because it was able to address 
cumulative emissions in a heavy industrial area and its legal effect meant that agreed ambient 
emission standards and limits were not appealable. 

(e) How the Kwinana EPP works 

The Kwinana EPP defines three areas (A, Band C) and sets ambient standards and limits for the 
emission of sulphur dioxide witllin each area. These ambient standards and limits increase in 

2 Environmental Protection Policy for Sulfur Dioxide and Particulate Matter at Kwinana paper published the 

Department of EnvirOlllilent Protection (DEP) undated (archived from the DEP website on 16 June 2004). 
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stringency from Area A to Area C (which includes residential areas). A 'standard' is defined as 
the concentration of an atmospheric waste which it is desirable not to exceed and a 'limit' is the 
concentration that should not be exceeded. The Munster Plant falls within Area B. 

The ambient standards and limits are set according to the maximum permissible concentration of 
sulphur dioxide emissions in the Kwinana EPP Area. The maximum pemllssible quantity of 
sulphur dioxide that can be emitted into the Kwinana EPP Area is determined by a computer 
model which has been developed by the DEC. Once the maximum concentration of sulphur 
dioxide permissible is detemlined, the ambient standards and limits are set to ensure that tIlis 
maximum concentration is not reached. The cunent ambient standards and limits were tested and 
proposed by the Kwinana Industries Council and approved by the DEC. The ambient standards 
and limits are applied as licence conditions under Part V of the EP Act.3 

Industries which are regulated under the Kwinana EPP, including CCL, are also required to 
establish and maintain a continuous emissions monitoring system for measuring the quantities of 
sulphur dioxide being emitted from their prenlises. The Kwinana Industries Council also 
monitors the ambient air concentration of sulphur dioxide at specified locations within the 
Kwinana EPP Area . 

CCL's obligations to comply with the sulphur dioxide emission standards and limits under the 
Kwinana EPP are set out in conditions 17-30 of the Operating Licence. 

The EPA's discussion paper 'Options for the review of the Environmental Protection (Kwinana) 
(Atmospheric Wastes) Policy 1999' dated June 2009 notes the ambient sulphur dioxide levels in 
the Kwinana EPP Areas are cunently well below the ambient standards and limits set. The 
discussion paper also recognises that, in situations such as the Kwinana industrial airshed, where 
there are multiple sources of emissions, it is difficult to prove beyond reasonable doubt which 
source is responsible for an exceedance of an ambient standard or limit. Individual emission limits 
have therefore been established for each relevant industry within the airshed. These emission 
limits are set as licence conditions for each premise. 

Regulation of TSP 

Management ofTSP emissions is achieved through setting emission limits as licence conditions 
under Part V of the EP Act for industries which emit TSP from their stacks. A number of 
industries which emit TSP are required to undertake continuous emissions monitoring and regular 
stack testing of their TSP enlissions. 

Condition 7 of CCL's Operating Licence requires CCL to monitor and record particulates 
discharged from its kiln stack and ensure that the particulate emissions from each individual kiln 
do not exceed 0.15g/m3. 

3 Review of Kwinana Air-Quality Buffer published by the Westem Australian Planning Commission dated August 

2002 . 
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4.6 Planning context 

The Munster Plant has greatly influenced the town plamling of its surrounding areas. For example, in the 
1980 Planning Strategyfor the South- West Corridor it was reconunended that residential use within a 
two kilometre area to the north and east of the works not be increased (a planning strategy for the south
west conidor (Metropolitan Region Planning Authority), March 1980 paras 9.6.1 - 9.6.5). That separation 
distance bas been subsequently reduced to 1.5km. 

The Munster Plant is an iconic asset and of great significance to the State, as can be seen from section 3 
above. 

The important role of the cement and quicklime manufacturing operations was recently confim1ed when 
State Parliament passed the third variation agreement Act on 12 October 2010, under which the Munster 
Plant is required to be operated until at least 2031. 

(a) State Level Planning Policy 

Provision is made to support industries of such State significance in various State level policies, 
which are refelTed to below. 

State planning policies are statutory policies that have effect pursuant to s. 25 of the Planning and 
Development Act 2005 (WA) (Planning Act) and f01111 an integral component of the planning 
framework in Westem Australia (and pmticularly within the Pelth Metropolitan Region). 

The relevant State level policies include: 

• State Plmming Policy No.1 - State Plamllng Framework Policy (Variation No.2) (SPPl); 

• State Plmming Policy No.2 - Enviromnent and Natural Resources Policy (SPP2); 

• State Planning Policy No. 2.4 - Basic Raw Materials (SPP 2.4); 

• State Plmming Policy No. 4.1 - State Industrial Buffer Policy (SPP4.1); 

• Draft State Industrial Buffer Statement of PI aIming Policy 4.l (Draft SPP4.1). 

The Munster Plant is of great significance to the State, for reasons which include those set out in 
section 3 above. To put these figures into perspective, the former Hon. Minister for Plmming and 
Infrastructure (Minister) called in for determination the town plamung appeal in Cemex 
Australia Pty Ltd and Town of Vincent [2008] W ASAT 153 regarding a concrete batching plant. 
The power to call-in was exercised by the Minister under s. 242 of the PlmmirIg Act because it 
raised issues of such regional importance (Government Gazette, 1 February 2008, p. 272). It can 
be reasonably inferred from the call-in of the Cemex case that the Munster Plant is of regional and 
State significance. 

The Munster Plant is sWTounded by the Kwinana EPP Area, which is referred to in relevant town 
plmming policies as the KAQB. The Department for Plamung and Infrastructure published a 
Position Paper relating to the KAQB, in October 2008. No relevant amendments were 
reconuuended. A review of the above Position Paper was to be carried out in 2009, but we are not 
aware of whether tIllS has been done. 

(b) Prevailing statntory planning framework. 

Statutory plamung under the Plmming Act and the Hope Valley-Wattleup Redevelopment Act 
2000 (W A) (Redevelopment Act) provides the legislative basis for decision-making for CCL's 
land and its sWTounds. 

The legislative objective of the: 

• Plmming Act includes to 'provide for an efficient and effective land use plamung system in 
the State' (see s. 3(1)(b) of the Plmming Act); and 
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• Redevelopment Act includes to 'plan, undertake, promote and coordinate the development 
and redevelopment ofland in the redevelopment area' (see s. 5(1) of the Redevelopment Act). 

The majority of CCL's lands are the subject of the Northem Industrial Precinct (Precinct No. 11) 
of the Hope Valley-Wattleup Masterplan (Masterplan) pursuant to the Redevelopment Act. 
Neither the Metropolitan Region Scheme nor the City of Cockbum's Town Plmming Scheme No. 
3 apply to the Hope Val1ey-Wattleup Redevelopment Area (now Latitude 32 Industrial Area) 
(Redevelopment Area) (see s. 23(1) of the Redevelopment Act). The Redevelopment Area is 
being planned for a range of industries. 

(c) Orderly and proper planning - The public interest 

The public interest supports the retention of the cunent plmming framework rather than isolated 
piecemeal decisions that undel111.ine public confidence in the planning process and the actions of 
Parliament. 

Ad hoc plamling has the effect of usurping one or more of the defined roles of the local and state 
planning authorities. Further, it has the potential to introduce inconsistency or undemline 
significantly plal1lling decisions by those authorities. A consequence of ad hoc decision making is 
that it reduces the public's confidence in the plal1lling process and as such is contrary to the public 
interest. 

Considerable caution should be exercised so as to ensure that the Committee does not make 
findings wllich may lead to ad hoc decision making. 

Plal1lling decisions at a strategic, statutory and decision making stage necessarily involve 
balancing competing factors , choices between disparate issues and the exercise of professional 
discretion. Since plal1lling is multi-faceted rather than a simple choice between two clear options, 
any attempt to make ad hoc decisions independent of the wider plal1lling framework will likely 
have unintended flow-on consequences. 

Tllis sentiment was observed by the Victorian Civil and Adnlinistrative Tribunal in Doncaster 
Road Property Partnership v Manl1ingham City Council [2004] VCAT 2445: 140 LGERA 280 
at [53]: 

'A council wears two hats in the planning process - as planning authority and 
responsible authority. It is the role of the planning authority to set policy and include that 
policy in the planning scheme. It is the role of the responsible authority to administer the 
planning scheme and to make decisions that wi!! seek to implement the policy it contains. 
It is not open to the responsible authority to ignore policy in the process of decision
making because it may no longer agree with it or does not like the outcome it produces in 
a particular set of circumstances. To change policy requires an amendment to the 
planning scheme by the planning authority. The same constraints apply to the tribunal on 
review where it stands in the shoes of the responsible authority' . 

The objective of orderly and proper planning is the making of investment and operational 
decisions (and the allocation of scarce valuable resources) by the public and private sector. The 
result of ad hoc decision making over time (or in extreme cases from one significant decision) is a 
breakdown in orderly and proper plal1lling, the consequence of wIlich is an undermilling of public 
confidence, a reluctance to invest and conmlit scarce valuable resources, and an overall reduction 
in living standards. These considerations complement the broader intention of Parliament in the 
case of the Munster Plant to reduce sovereign risk by various Governments since 1971 entering 
into the State Agreement and its Variation Agreements (see section 4.1). 
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By way of example in the planning context, the implementation principles for SPP2 state: 

'[m} easuresfor implementing the policy are many and varied. Primarily implementation 
wi!! be through the preparation of strategic plans, regional and local statutOlY schemes, 
conservation and management strategies, and other relevant plans to achieve the 
objectives of the policy. Implementation wi!! also occur through the day to day process of 
decision-making on subdivision and development applications, and the actions of other 
State agencies in canying out their responsibilities. Local governments and State 
agencies will need to take account of these policy measures to ensure integrated decision
making and in the planning and management of the environment and natural resources' 
(el. 6). 

An inconsistent application of those policies would ultimately undennine the planning 
framework. 

(d) Redevelopment expectations 

Negative assessment of CCL's operations at the Munster Plant is not justified on the basis of 
unrealistic expectations for development of surrounding property. A natural consequence of the 

plamling history and context surrounding the Munster Plant is that there is limited development 
potential for the surrounding rural and residential properties. 

As the plalming framework is a reflection of intended potential for subdivision and development 
of propeliy, the reasonableness of any expectation for subdivision and development is a function 

of: 

• The zoning of the land. 

• The character envisaged by the plamling framework. 

• The specific impacts which will arise from the subdivision and development ofland, 

(see by analogy Hurtsville City Council v Renalto Plus 3 Pty Ltd [2006] NSWCA 249). 

(e) Could the Munster Plant be relocated? 

Relocation of CCL's operations is not feasible due to the very significant level of capital invested 
in plant and equipment, the site and the scale of operations, and the lack of suitable altemative 

industrial land. 

Relocation of CCL's operations is also impractical due to the necessity for operations to be located 

proximate to viable limestone extraction areas, Cockbum Sound shellsand dredging areas and 
transport routes for the delivery of CCL's products to its customers . 

The requirement for CCL to be protected by the KAQB is consistent with the principles contained 

in the State Plmming Policies relating to buffers, in pmiicular SPP4.1 and Draft SPP4.1. 

(1) Principles contained in SPP4.1 and Draft SPP4.1. 

SPP4.1 is concemed with plamling buffer areas. The obj ectives of SPP4.1 include the protection 

of industry from encroaclm1ent of incompatible land uses and provision of safety and amenity 
around industry (el. 1 of SPP4.1). 

Industries 'requiring off-site buffer areas are an important component of economic growth in 

Westem Australia and are essential for the maintenance of our quality of life' (cl. 2(1) of SPP4.1). 

'Once an off-site buffer area is defined, the boundary should not be varied unless justified in a 
scientifically based study' (see cl. 2(3) of SPP4.1). 

The definition and securing of off-site buffer areas is impOliant to: 

• Provide certainty for industry, encouraging continuing investment in the State; 
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• Provide a greater level of certainty for infrastructure which often represents major investment 
by the State and is not easily replaced, particularly for resource processing industries and its 
major infrastructure such as ports which have significant locational constraints; and 

• Ensure that the buffer provides adequate protection for the interests of sun'ounding 
landowners' (see cl. 3.2 of SPP4.1). 

The background information to SPP4.l provides as follows: 

'The purpose of the State Industrial Buffer Policy is to provide a consistent Statewide 
approach for the protection and long-term security o.f industrial zones, transport terminals 
(including ports) other utilities and special uses. It will also providefor the safety and 
amenity of surrounding land uses while having regard to the rights of landowners who 
may be affected by residual emissions and risk. 

InduSll)! and inFastructure by their Vel)! nature may generate a range o.f emissions o.f 
pollutants including noise, dust, gas, odour,fillnes, lighting overspill as well as risk levels 
which may not be compatible with other land uses. As a result, most industries and 
il?/i'astructure as well as some other uses need to be separated/i-om residential areas and 
other sensitive uses with a buffer area (refer to definitions in Appendix 1) to ensure that 
amenity (environmental quality, health and safety standards) is maintained at acceptable 
levels. 

The buffer area may be accommodated on-site within the plant, outside the plant but 
within the property boundQ/)!. or o.ff-site on surrounding properties. The extent of the 
buffer area will depend on the industry/inji-astructure/special use and particular 
circumstances (e.g. scale o.f operations). 

However, other industries such as hazardous, noxious and resource processing as well as 
il?/i'astructure such as power generation facilities, effluent treatment plants and ports 
(including associated road/rail/pipeline transport routes into these areas) and some 
specific uses ... o.ften require extensive buffer areas which may extend o.ff-site on to 
surrounding properties. G.ften these industries and iJ1frastructure are a vital component 
of the economy of Western Australia and are essentialfor the quality o.f like that we el?joy. 
For example, the resource processing section in 1992-1993 directly employed 6.3 per cent 
of the State's workforce and contributed 31.8 per cent o.fthe gross state product
equivalent to $11 bi!!iOl1. Even with good pollution control technology and practice, these 
industries o.ften have residual emissions o.f pollutants which cannot practicably be avoided 
(i .e. gas, odour, dust, noise) ... 

Resource processing industries and i'1/i'astructure ver:)! often need to be at strategic 
locations, for example, close to il?fi-astructure such as portfacilities and key transport 
connections. These industries will also need to be near their worliforce and other 
industries with which synergies have developed. The present location o.fmany established 
industries therefore represents a vital land use to the State. Similarly, ily,-astructure, 
particularly ports. may have significant locational constraints. This type o.fil?fi-astructure 
is restricted to only a few locations which are suitable in WA. It is therefore necessaJ)! to 
recognise the locational constraints o.fthesefacilities. the sign~ficant investments they 
represent and to fidly consider the costs to the community when determining the highest 
and best use of surrounding buffer land' (see cl. 1 of background infol111ation to SPP4.1). 

The land use restriction section to SPP4.1 provides as follows: 
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'Within some areas surrounding established industrial estates, single-site industries!.] 
infi-astructure (e.g. ports) and other special uses, sensitive uses have been allowed to 
encroach over time due to poorly defined buffer areas and/or the absence of adequate 
planning and development controls to secure them. In these circumstances the nature of 
land uses within what should be the b~!ffer areas, and regional/local conditions may make 
it neither practical nor reasonable for the established industry or inji-astructure to be 
responsiblefor removing those sensitive uses. l¥here this occurs subdivision and land use 
controls may be the most appropriate to preventfurther encroachment. 

JiVhere there is potential for land use conflicts to occur, and the alternatives mentioned 
above are not realistic options, planning authorities may need to prepare spec~fic policies 
or strategies to provide strategic land use and development control guidance for town 
planning scheme. For example, the prohibitive cost to the State of purchasing the buffer 
around the Kwinana Industrial Area (when considered by the Kwinana Industrial 
Coordinating Committee (KlCC) in 1991) resulted in the KlCC requesting the then State 
Planning Commission to prepare a policy to provide subdivision and development 
guidance to secure the long term protection of the Kwinana Industrial Area and its buffer' 
(see cl. 2.3 of background information to SPP4.1). 

4.7 The Petition 

The Hon. Sally Talbot MLC tabled in the Legislative Council documents described as 'Petition in 
Relation to Stop Dust and Odour Emissions' [ sic] on 25 May 2010 (Tabled Paper No. 2066), 26 May 
2010 (Tabled Paper No. 2074), 22 June 2010 (Tabled Paper No. 2159), 23 June 2010 (Tabled Paper No. 
2175),29 June 2010 (Tabled Paper 2224),30 June 2010 (Tabled Paper No. 2234) and 1 July 2010 
(Tabled Paper No. 2245) (together Petition). 

CCL recognises individuals have a right of public conU11ent and complaint. CCL would like to reiterate 
that complaints received by CCL are recorded and actioned within the formalised complaints register. 

Of the petitioners only 55% of petitioners are identified as residing within the vicinity of CCL's 
operations. 

The Petition is not a professionally prepared survey and there are no details in the Petition as to the: 

• Relationship between the petitioners and the residents and home owners that are referred to in 
the Petition. 

• Extent to which the petitioners personally know the precise details and circumstances of the 
residents and home owners that are referred to in the petition. 

• Extent to which the petitioners are familiar with CCL's operations (and those of other 
indushies within the region). 
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5. CCl Asset Management 
The operation of cement and quicklime kilns is capital intensive. It is in CCL's interest to operate its 
assets at maximum plant utilisation and efficiency. CCL has implemented a fully integrated operational 
and maintenance regime, which includes : 

• Annualised maintenance shutdown programs. 

• Proactive maintenance programs. 

• Operational control programs. 

• Standardisation and system development program. 

• Capital investment and improvement programs. 

Inevitably, even with the best intentions, unpl31med events occur. CCL undertakes appropriate measures 
to address and account for all planned and unplanned events. All similar cement and quicklime 
manufacturing operations around the world have unexpected interruptions. The nature and extent of 
interruptions is a function of the particular plants complexity and reliability. Munster Plant falls within 
this context. 

For all unexpected inten"uptions CCL takes the following actions: 

• Recording of all events. 

• Root Cause Analysis of all unpl31med events. 

• Reporting and prioritising of remedial actions and associated implementation. 

The Operating Licence provides strict operating guidelines for the emissions from the Munster Plant. 
CCL is committed to ensuring that the operations at the Munster Plant continue to comply with the 
Operating Licence at all times, including the very strict continuous stack emissions monitoring, testing, 
reporting and corrective action regime in the Operating Licence. 

5.1 Capital expenditure on plant and environmental improvements (2005-2011). 

In the period 2005-2011 , in excess of $74 million has been or is expected to be invested in capital 
improvements on the Munster Plant. Of this amount, $24 million has been allocated in 2010111 for the 
new baghouse for kiln 6 which will result in major plant and enviromnental improvements (for fuliher 
details see Table 3). 
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Table 3: Capital Expenditure 2005 - 201 1 

Expenditure Item for Key Actual Expenditure Planned Expenditure Total Expenditure 

Projects (2005 - 2010) (2010 - 2011) (2005 - 2011) 
$m $m $m 

Kiln 4 ESP upgrade 9.0 - 9.0 

S02 analyzer 0.3 - 0.3 

Coal mill - kiln 6 19.6 - 19.6 

Kiln 5 ESP cleaning system 0.4 - 0.4 
upgrade 

Reducing plant blockages - kiln 6 3.8 - 3.8 

Reducing plant blockages - kiln 5 1.0 - 1.0 

Feed system upgrade - kiln 6 2.4 - 2.4 

Fuel bucket elevator - kiln 6 1.6 - 1.6 

Quicklime handling system 2.7 - 2.7 

Cooler baghouse - 9.5 9.5 

Kiln 6 baghouse - Replace ESP - 24.0 24.0 

Total expenditure 40.8 33.5 74.3 

5.2 Maintenance expenditure (2004-2010) 

Between 2004 and 2010, in excess of$214 million has been spent on maintenance at the Munster 
Plant. The majority of this spending is associated with planned annual maintenance shutdowns on 
all five kilns. Generally each shutdown is two weeks in duration. These shutdowns are an 
essential part of the reliability strategy for the production of cement and quicklime at the Munster 
Plant. 

As the level of expenditure indicates, large parts of the kilns are overhauled or replaced during the 
annual shutdowns. In particular the linings of the kilns are regularly replaced to ensure they are 
operating at maximum efficiency, with a view to minimising emissions . 

Figure 4: Munster maintenance expenditure 
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6. Health 
6.1 Health overview 

Environmental health is the relationship of human health to envirOlID1entai factors including water, air, 
food, contaminated land, waste management, vector - bome disease and the built enviromnent. 
Envirom11ental changes arising from urbanisation, population growth, agricultural development and 
industrial activities can affect soil, water and air quality. 

In the case of the Munster Plant, concems arise from residents living on neighbouring propelties who may 

be affected by emissions, from the site operations. 

However, CCL's source testing during steady state operations and subsequent modelling of stack 
emissions to GLC, plus monitoring in the community adjacent to the Munster Plant, have consistently 
shown that there should be no adverse health effects arising from the operations at the Munster Plant. 

In 2006 , as part of its on-going review process, the DEC published the Enviromnental Assessment Report 
2006. That report dealt with the emissions performance of the Munster Plant generally. Pmticular 
reference is made to health. For further context and detail, see section 4.S(b) above. 

In the Environmental Assessment Report 2006, the DEC says, among other things, the following: 

'Health concerns arise./i-om residents that are impacted by the dust and odour emissions. 
However source testing and subsequent mode11ing of stack emissions to ground level 
concentrations has shown that there are 110 expected health impacts. I 

The Report went on to say that: 

'the West Australian Department of Health concluded that there would be no detrimental impacts 
on public health.' 

It was noted in the Report that: 

'The dust that general1yfalls out on neighbouring properties is primarily greater than 10 um 
(microns), making the dust too coarse for inspiration into the lungs. Particulates with a size 
smaller then 10 um are known as PMJI) and particulates smal1er than 2.5 um are lmown as PMJ.j .' 

The Repolt went on to say: 

'Modelling of odour producing compounds has shown all compounds to be within health 
guidelines. ' 

The Enviromnental Assessment Report 2006 refers to a major air quality modelling assessment conducted 
in 2003 in respect of the Munster Plant ('Air Quality Modelling Assessment into compounds released 
from the Cockburn Munster Facility', Katestone Enviromnental Pty Ltd, June 2003) (2003 Assessment). 

The assessment was repeated in 2010 by Katestone Environmental (2010 Assessment) with a summary 
report published in September 2010. The DEC approved ground level concentration model used in the 
2003 Assessment was again used in the 2010 Assessment. A repOlt fonnat similar to the 2003 Assessment 
fonnat was utilised for ease of comparison and general reference by the community and other 
stakeholders. The 2010 Assessment again demonstrated that GLC of emissions outside the boundary of 
the Munster Plant are well within relevant national and intemational guidelines. 

Since 2003, CCL has undeltaken ambient dust monitoring at tlu'ee locations adjacent to the Munster Plant 
to measure PM 1 0 and PM2.S concentration levels in the air on a continuous basis. The guidelines for 
these levels are contained in the National Envirom11ental Protection Council (Ambient Air Quality) 
Measure (NEPM Air). 

The operations at the Munster Plant have not changed in any material way since 2003 , apart from possible 
refinements to improve equipment performance. 
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All OLC models including the 'DISPMOD ' model used to define the Kwinana EPP air-shed have 
recognised limitations. CCL has been advised to utilise the 'AUSPLUME' model to predict CCL's impact 
on the sUlTounding neighbourhood. The use of this model has been agreed with the DEC and has f01111ed 
an annual repOliing requirement within CCL's operational licence since 2003. All annual reports, based 
on actual measurements of all stack emissions, have consistently indicated levels of OLC well within 
defined maxima. 

The ground level ambient air dust monitors located in the conmmnity surrounding the Munster Plant 
record and provide infonnation about dust and other emissions during both steady state and unsteady state 
operations. They capture p31iiculates from both airb0111e (stack) and fugitive sources of dust from ground
level activities such as quan-ying. The analysis of the off-site monitoring in the neighbouring community 
is provided monthly to the DEC. 

6.2 Overview of employee and community health issues 

As outlined in section 6.1, there is no evidence that the operations at the Munster Plant have any effect on 
human health either at the Munster Plant or off-site in the neighbouring conm1unity. There is considerable 
independent scientific evidence based on emissions monitoring and testing that has established that the 
operations should not have an adverse effect on human health. 

In addition, a range of detailed information on this subject exists for: 

• Employee health 

• Community health 

Information sources include: 

• Workplace occupational health and safety inf01111ation on CCL employees for the past 
25 years. 

• Health Survey of Cockbum, K winana and Rockingham September 2004 on behalf of 
Depaliment of Health. 

• Independent monitoring, testing and modelling studies by accredited expelis covering the 
airbome and fugitive dust emissions and other stack emissions from the Munster Plant and 
their levels in the adjacent communities. 

6.3 Employee health 

There are cUlTently 274 employees at the site, with an average age of 45 years. If there are effects on 
human health from the Munster Plant it would be expected these impacts would now be evident in the 
health records of employees, particularly the many long serving employees, some of whom have spent 
several decades at the site. 

CCL is a self-insured employer under registration from WorkCover W A and maintains this registration 
tlu'ough the development and maintenance of comprehensive claims and injury management systems for 
the management of workers' injuries. Workcover W A audits these records aIIDually at the Munster Plant. 
In the past 25 years there have only been tlu-ee workers compensation claims relating to respiratory 
conditions, none of which resulted from emissions from the site. 

CCL undertakes a range of occupational health and safety measures which include: 

• Implementation and maintenance of suitable occupational health and safety management 
system. 
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• Occupational hygiene surveys to assess potential exposure to occupational hazards associated 
with workplace activities and ensure conect establislll1ent of work practices, appropriate 
equipment and use of Personal Protective Equipment. 

• Routine occupational health checks spirometry testing. 

• Incident reporting system. 

• Early intervention and injury management system. 

CCL's operations are covered by a range of occupational health and safety guidelines including AS2985 
for Respirable Dust and AS3640 for Inhalable Dust. There are also exposure standards for Atmospheric 
Contaminants under WorkSafe Australia. 

6.4 Community health 

CCL is aware of statements made by the media, that emissions from the Munster Plant may cause 
nosebleeds, nausea, stomach problems and astluna. No validated medical information has been presented 
to CCL or viewed by CCL. Employees at the Munster Plant are neither reporting nor experiencing these 
health conditions as a result of their employment. 

CCL has not been approached by any local medical practitioner, hospital or health regulator with 
evidence of any health effects as a result of the Munster Plant's operations. 

The 2004 Health Survey of Cockburn, K winana and Rockingham conducted for the DEC by the 
Department of Health concluded that there was: 

'an increased likelihood of reporting a respiratory condition other than asthma was sign!ficantly 
associated with living in Cockburn.' 

However, the repOli only identified the increased likelihood of repOliing a respiratory condition, not 
whether there was any actual increase in conditions or even the nature of the conditions. The report also 
failed to define respiratory conditions other than astlll1a . The conclusion implies that there was not a 
significant increase in reporting of asthma in the Cockburn area. 

It is worth noting that the Munster Plant is situated in the northern section of the Kwinana Industrial Area 
and is sun'ounded by various conunercial and industrial activities that generate air emissions such as 
combustion gases and p31iiculates. CCL's emissions should therefore not be considered in isolation, but 
rather include consideration of contributions from other nearby facilities. 

CCL has undertaken a wide range of actions with the endorsement of, or at the requirement of the DEC, 
to establish independent evidence about the likely effect of the Munster Plant on human health. A key 
action has been to publish and/or present these actions to the DEC and the community in order to reassure 
the conllmnity as well as the regulators that there are no discernable health impacts from the operations at 
the Munster Plant. 

The studies completed and published or presented to the conununity and DEC include: 

• The 2003 Assessment that demonstrated modelled emissions in the conllmnity were well 
below all national and international health guidelines for the 66 compounds identified by 
CCL and the DEC as being of interest to the conu1mnity. 

• The 2004 Comparative Investigation into ambient air quality levels recorded at Fanstone 
Avenue and the Perth Region by Katestone Enviromnental, which showed that air quality at 
Fanstone Avenue for PMl 0 (and compared with the NEPM Air for health) is not 
significantly different from the PMIO air quality measured in or close to Perth. It showed that 
some PMIO levels are actually higher in Perth than in the Fanstone Avenue area. Fanstone 
Avenue is inll1ediately north of the Munster Plant and within the KAQB. 
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• The 2010 Assessment which again confirmed that modelled GLC emissions in the 
conm1Unity remained well below the local , national and intemational health guidelines. 

• Monthly air quality assessments of air quality including PM lOin the residential area north of 
the Munster Plant and the quarry south of the Munster Plant demonstrate that there is a minor 
increase in PM I 0 paliicles north of the site in the residential area withm the KAQB. 

• As part of the current operational licence GLC is undeliaken and reported to the DEC on an 
annual basis. 

In addition, CCL is required to report, on an alU1Ual basis, its Munster Plant emissions to the National 
Pollutant Inventory. The reports are published on www.npi.gov.au. The emissions from the Munster Plant 
remain well below the relevant guidelines. 

It is therefore CCL' s belief that there is no scientific evidence linkillg its operations with detrimental 
health impacts of the surrounding community. 

6.5 Future actions 

The individual actions described above have been undertaken over a number of years and perfom1ed 
consistently and comprehensively since 2003. This series of actions provides a detailed record of the 
Munster Plant's emissions on-site and off-site and their likely concentrations at ground level in the 
conm1Unity. 

These actions are expected to reaffirm that there is no adverse effect on human health from the Munster 
Plant. Importantly, this information has and can be used to further educate members of the conm1Unity 
about emissions from the Munster Plant. 
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7. Dust 
CCL is aware of the potential for dust emissions arising from its operations at the Munster Plant. These 
can be categorised as follows: 

• Licensed stack emissions. 

• Fugitive dust. 

These dust emissions can be further categorised into respirable dust and nuisance dust. It is generally 
recognised that dust with particle size < 10 )..UI1 (PM 1 0) and lower can potentially lead to problems 
associated with respiration. The potential health impact of fine material is addressed in section 6 above. 

Some local residents have expressed concern about levels of dust deposition in the community near the 
Munster Plant, particularly those individuals living within the KAQB. 

The majority of complaints emanate from a small group of residents located within the KAQB. This has 
been consistent for at least the past eight years. 

The map below clearly demonstrates that in the past 9 months the locations of dust complaints are as 
follows: 

• 51.5% within the KAQB . 

• 33.l % outside KAQB. 

• 15.4% who did not provide a location. 

There are other sources of dust within the local community including market gardens, clearance of land 
for residential purposes, land development, other construction activities, roadways and quarries to the 
south of the Munster Plant, the Cockburn City Council tip, as well as other sources. CCL is not in a 
position to determine the contribution of other dust sources. 

Figure 5: 2010 complainants locations 

Complainants location January 2010 - September 2010 

Area A = eCl Plant 

Area 8 = 7.62" 

Area C = 46.45 " 

Area 0 = 4.16 " 

Area E = 3.47" 

Area F = 13.86 " 

AreaG=O% 

AreaH=1.2% 

Area I = 2.08 " 

Area J = 1.21 " 

Area K = 1.39 " 

AreaL=0.17" 

Area M = 0.S7 " 

AreilN=O% 

Other WA = 2.08" 

Non allocate = 15.42 % 
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7.1 Licensed stack emissions 

CCL operates ESPs on all its five kiln exhaust stacks. These ESPs operate by using gas ionisation in a 
strong electric field which is fonned by discharge electrodes with a sufficiently high electrical voltage 
between the electrodes. The discharge electrode emits electrons, resulting in charging of the gas 
molecules. If any dust exists, the particles will be ionised and attracted to the plates, thereby being 
captured and avoiding emission. 

Figure 6: Aerial image of the Munster Plant 

Since 2003 a range of maj or initiatives have been put in place to reduce emissions during steady state 
operations. These initiatives have been undertaken in consultation with the DEC and/or EIP Group. 

The major initiatives during this period include: 

• Construction of an improved ESP on kiln 4 to significantly reduce dust emissions. 

• Injection of water into kiln 6 to improve dust collection by the ESP. 

• New shellsand conveyors, elevators and other equipment to improve efficiency of operation. 

• Major shutdowns of kilns to improve efficiency of operations and an improved annual. 
program of maintenance. 

• Reliability strategies to improve steady state operations. 

• Kiln operator training. 
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Figure 7: Existing kiln 6 ESP 

When operating ESPs the main challenge facing operators is the protection of the plant and operators 
from the risk of explosion as a result of combustible gases coming into contact with the electric charge 
within the ESP. During ESP shutdowns, primarily caused by regulatory / safety procedures, more dust is 
emitted than under normal operating conditions. The current Operating Licence recognises and provides 
for these events. CCL continues to implement measures including investing substantial capital to reduce 
both the occurrence as well as the potential impact associated with events of this nature. 

CCL recognises that there is an increased potential for dust emission during ESP shutdowns and as 
previously mentioned it is in CCL's best interest to eliminate these events to improve the efficiency of the 
process. 

Significant resources have been allocated towards the investigation of ESP shutdown events and the 
determination of causes during 2010. Detailed investigations have been carried out and CCL understands 
that the root cause of these ESP shutdown events are as follows : 

• Power outages. 

• Instrumentation oversensitivity. 

• Combustible gases. 

Accordingly, CCL has implemented a range of actions to address including: 

• Establishing an 'Excursion Event Management System' which includes: 

Daily KPI tracking and trend analysis associated with ESP auto shutdowns. 

Recording of all events and associated investigations on a central Excursion 
Management system. 
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Logging all events including timeline, root cause, mitigation action undertaken, 
future/required mitigation action, responsibility for action and details relating 
to the 'closing out' of actions. 

• Capital and maintenance expenditure planning and commitments. 

• Improvement planning (short, medium and longer term) . 

• Wee1dy Root Cause Analysis meetings. 

• An internal restructuring exercise to improve the focus on reducing the number of ESP auto 
shutdown events. 

• Development of three year improvement plan. 

It should be stated that CCL has firn1 plans (both from an operational efficiency as well as a community 
perspective) to significantly reduce the frequency of these events. 

Figure 8: Proposed baghouse for kiln 6 
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7.2 Fugitive dust 

There have been concerns expressed that dust from ground level activities such as quarrying, stockpiles, 
loading and unloading operations and traffic movement around the site also has an impact on the 
conU11Ullity, principally those residents living witllin the KAQB. 

It is not possible to identify how many dust related complaints relate specifically to fugitive dust. There 
does not appear to be any particular correlation between complaints and specific ground level activities 
undertaken on-site. CCL is, however, aware of the potential sources of fugitive dust from on-site 
operational activities and continues to implement on-site improvements in line with the site DMP. 

A wide range of actions have been undertaken to reduce fugitive dust at the site. Capital expenditure 

specifically on fugitive dust reduction since 2005 include: 

• Clinker transport and storage system. 

• Road sweeper. 

• Water truck. 

• Sprinklers installed at the on-site waste disposal area. 

• Revegetation programs (site preparation and planting). 

• Sealing of key roadways. 

• Dust suppressant program within qUaJTies , stockpiles and ' open areas ' . 

• Traffic management. 

Other activities undertaken in recent years to reduce dust emission from the Munster Plant include: 

• Maintenance and repairs to property and buildings . 

• Reduction in speed of vehicles moving around the site. 

• Restriction of ground dust creating activities during adverse wind conditions. 

• Roads are continuously washed down within the Munster Plant to minimise ground dust. 

• Improved management of stockpiling and associated activities. 

• Training for drivers involved in bulk loading operations to ensure nlinimal product escape. 

• Daily site inspections. 

Quarry management 

There are currently tlu'ee active limestone quarries at the Munster Plant. Each year approximately 400,000 
to 500,000 tonnes of limestone is crushed and milled for use in manufacturing cement. Decomnlissioned 
quarries have been successfully revegetated and rehabilitated, for example, quarry 7. Forty-three local 
native plant species were selected for the revegetation of Quarry 5. These species were selected as they 
are suited to a highly alkaline and calcareous substrate and the local climatic conditions. These species 
will also provide habitat for local fauna. Approximately 11 ,000 seedlings were planted in July 2009 and 
monitoring indicates that there is a survival rate of above 80 per cent for the first year since planting. 
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Much ofthe dust from qUaITying activities can be reduced tlu"ough effective qualTY management. The 
Quarry Manager oversees the daily operation of the four active quan"ies and rehabilitation of 
decommissioned quanies. The main dust reduction activities put in place are: 

• More extensive dampening operations. 

• Construction of windrows. 

• Extensive revegetation program. 

• Sealing of roadways. 

• Improvements to stockpile management. 

• Implementation of work instructions consistent with DMP. 

Once quarrying activities are concluded CCL implements a Revegetation Plan, to reduce ambient dust 
and increase aesthetic amenity, biodiversity and faw1al habitat. Site preparation teclmiques and plant 
treatments are used to increase water infiltration pathways, available nutrients, water holding capacity and 
provide native seeds from the soil seed bank. Locally native plant species are carefully chosen for 
revegetation as these are more suited to highly alkaline and calcareous substrate types, the local climatic 
conditions, and provide habitat for local fauna. 

A strict planting schedule ensures the seedlings have a maximum chance of survival. Long-term 
monitoring plots are established at each site to track survival and development of the plant conm1unity. 
For example, the 4ha quany revegetated in 2009 had an 80 per cent survival rate following one year of 
growth. This high level of revegetation success in such a harsh enviromllent is a result of the use of best 
practice revegetation teclmiques and an adaptive management approach that drives continuous 
improvement. 

The revegetation activities also apply to the site perimeter as planting along the boundary creates another 
opportunity to restrict fugitive dust and improve general aesthetics. 

The success of revegetation activities has resulted in the effective rehabilitation of approximately 40 
hectares of land at the Munster Plant, including deconU11issioned limestone quanies (32ha), LKD areas 
(7ha), and vegetation nodes and gardens within the Munster Plant (~ lha) . Over the past two years, over 
25,000 seedlings have been planted using best practice revegetation techniques. New initiatives include 
establishing green corridors within the Munster Plant, along boundaries, and between the Plant and other 
areas of significant habitat, for example, Beeliar Regional Park. 

7.3 Emissions monitoring and reporting 

Notwithstanding the actual physical measurement of stack emissions required by the Operating Licence, 
CCL operates CEMS as required by the Operating Licence. The CEMS comprises the instruments and 
equipment required to analyse, measure and provide, on a continuous basis, a pem1anent record of 
emissions from the stacks at the site. Stack dust emissions are measured continuously with opto-electronic 
dust monitors. 

The CEMS monitors dust (opacity), sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides. The data is logged continuously 
to an enviromllental emissions database and reported to the DEC on a monthly basis. 

The monitoring and stack testing provides paIiiculate and sulphur dioxide monitoring for all five kilns 
and nitrogen oxides monitoring for the three clinker kilns. The monitoring and stack testing program is 
regularly reviewed to ensure all the activities remain relevant and accurate. 
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Stack testing involves testing emissions leaving the kilns and includes: 

• Biam1Ual - Particulates, oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulphur. 

• Annual - Dust, Acid Gases, Metals, Combustion Indicators & Organic Compounds (Operating 
Licence). 

Stack test reports are in tum compiled by CCL's appointed independent stack emissions monitoring 
consultant ECS Pty Ltd and provided to the DEC at the frequencies outlined above. 

Dust monitoring stations are located within the KAQB and include two Osiris units and one TEOM wlit. 

The Osiris units are known as ' pa11iculate counting units' and record and continuously monitor 10 minute 
averages ofTSP (below 20 micron), PM1 0, PM2.5 and PMl.O. This information is collected by an 
independent consultant, URS Australia Pty Ltd (URS), on a monthly basis and sent to CCL' s appointed 
air quality specialist consultant Katestone Enviroml1ental for results analysis and rep0l1ing. 

The TEOM records and continuously monitors PM 1 0 and other parameters including S02, NO and N02. 
Monthly results are analysed and reported to DEC by URS and provided to Katestone EnvirOlIDlental for 
results analysis and reporting. 

The monitoring stations are maintained by URS and all data is retrieved and quality assured by URS and 
provided to Katestone Environmental each month so it can compile a monthly air quality monitoring 
report. 

Katestone Environmental in tum provides monthly reports that sununarise the air quality monitoring data 
collected by URS at the Britamua A venue and the Hurst Road Quarry ambient air quality monitoring 
stations, as well as the data collected from the K winana Industries Council TEOM at Tindal A venue. 
These monthly air quality rep0l1s are provided to the DEC on a monthly basis and a SUl1Ul1ary presented 
to the representatives of the local cOl1Ununity EIP Group . 

Air quality monitoring stations are used to monitor specific parameters, as indicated in the table below. 
Meteorological parameters including wind direction, wind speed and ambient temperature are also 
continuously monitored at each station. 

Table 4: Air quality monitoring stations 

Monitor location Monitor type Monitoring parameters 

Britamua A venue OSIRIS TSP, PMIO, PM2.5 , PMl.O 

Tindal A venue TEOM ATlO, SPIO, WDIO Degrees, 
TEOM PM 1 0, S02. NO, N02 

Quarry OSIRIS TSP, PMIO, PM2.5, PMl.O 

In addition to the above, six dust deposition gauges located around the Munster Plant have been in place 
since October 2009 following a request from the DEC. These dust deposition gauges capture non
suspended dust particles (the dust fraction not collected by the Osiris or TEOM units) and physical 
samples and weight of deposited dust are taken and retained on a monthly basis. Inf011l1ation relating to 
monthly weight of deposited dust has been provided to DEC. 

In addition to the monthly air quality repOliing and biam1Ual stack enussions rep0l1ing, CCL engages 
Katestone Enviromnental to undertake GLC modelling. This is a major exercise and was first undertaken 
in 2003 and then repeated using the same modelling methodology in 2010. The AUSPLUME model used 
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by Katestone Environmental is recognised by regulators , including the DEC, as the appropriate method of 
establishing GLC. The model was approved for use by the DEC. The model looks at emissions from the 
Munster Plant during steady state operating conditions and extrapolates their concentrations in the 
community near the Munster Plant and assess whether the emissions fall below health guidelines. The 
Katestone Envirom11ental repOlis are published for the conununity to read on the CCL website 
www.cockbul11cement.com.au and have been presented to the community by the EIP Group, CCL 
newsletters and the media. 
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8. Odour 
8.1 Overview 
Members of the community have identified that odour impacts on their lifestyle. CCL is aware of this 
issue and has been proactively addressing it for a number of years in consultation with the DEC and EIP 
Group. 

The Environmental Assessment Report 2006 recognises that: 

'The regulation o.fodour emissions is velY d~fjicult. Field monitoring depends on equipment 
and/or samples. With the extreme low concentrations of the odorous compounds in the air, it is 
almost impossible to measure this with monitoring equipment. 

Also it is generally accepted thatfor a percentage of time smells are allowable. CCL has made 
commitmentsfor improvements that will most likely have a positive effect on the odour emissions. 
Therefore it is recommended toforward this issue to the ElP group and exclude it.fi-om the 
licence.' 

While CCL is the major focus of complaints, there are other identified sources of odour in the area 
including the Woodman point Waste Water Treatment Plant, a local foundry, local market gardens and 
City of Cockbul11 rubbish dump. Odour testing from these additional sources should be considered to 
develop a scientific basis for odour management priorities being established. 

8.2 Actions to address 

In 2007 the DEC agreed that the difficulty involved in regulating odour meant that the best course of 
action was for CCL to continue to identify improvements that would have a positive effect in addressing 
odour issues and to document these under its EIP. This process, which is consistent with the DEC's 2008 
Environmental Assessment Report strategies for improvements, would be undeliaken in collaboration 
with the EIP Group, which contains community and DEC representatives. This process was initiated in 
2007 and still continues. 

A range of potential odour sources has been investigated. None of the studies have proved definitive in 
identifying the precise source of odour emissions. 

CCL has undeliaken extensive testing and trial ling in relation to odour issues over many years. The 
results have been used to formulate Odour Management Plans since 2003, which have resulted in a 
positive effect on the odour emissions. 

CCL has implemented measures to reduce the effects of odour on the neighbouring conU11Unity, 
including: 

• Ongoing investigation, testing and trialing, including a substantial calibrated nose study, 
survey and measurement of major odour sources, ground level impact modelling. 

• Inclusion of odour in the conU11Unity complaints procedure. 

• Installation of deodouriser units on kilns 4 and 6. 

• Completion of independent survey of odour sources from the site. 

• Completion of laboratory trials to identify the odour impacts of individual raw materials. 

During the bi-alU1Ual compliance stack testing undertaken by CCL in June 20 10, the stack gases from 
each kiln were again sampled and tested according to AS4323.3 - Stationary Source Emissions 
Determination of Odour Concentration by Dynamic Olfactometry. 
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The resultant odour emission rates from each kiln were then used in the DEC approved stack dispersion 
model, used by Katestone EnvirolID1ental Pty Ltd, to generate ground level odour concentration contour 
plots for each kiln as well as the overall cumulative effect. 

In addition to the odour concentration contour plots, oxides of nitrogen and oxides of sulphur were also 
plotted for each kiln and the overall cumulative impact. Comparison to the National Environment 
Protection Measure (NEPM 2003) for ambient air quality was also made. The predicted GLC of these 
compounds has been evaluated against their odour detection thresholds. Odour has been found to be 
within relevant health guidelines as referenced above. 

8.3 Future actions 

The 2010 Odour Management Plan builds on the work of previous plans and takes the following 
approach: 

• Measure main emission points odour levels. 

• Generate odour contour packages. 

• Analyse key contributors to the odour emissions. 

• Develop range of mitigation strategies. 

• Implement strategies . 

• Monitor and review. 

CCL intends to implement the following actions to address odour: 

• Continue to undettake odour measurements in line with AS4323.3 and assess changes to the 
odour contour plots. Variations to process conditions and inputs will be made to assess their 
impact on odour emissions . 

• Implement a sampling regime for inputs to the kiln process when odour measurements are 
taken. 

• Develop mathematical model of kiln processes to relate odour emission rates from stack 
sampling to kiln input variables. 

• Develop mathematical model based on measured odour species from the main stacks. 

• Perfonn laboratory thelma I decomposition trials on kiln inputs, at kiln atmosphere to 
detemune the various compounds generated during preheating and calcination. Use the results 
of laboratory trials and mathematical model to develop strategies to nUnimise fom1ation of 
odourous compounds. 

• Develop Computational Fluid Dynanucs model of kiln combustion chambers to investigate 
the potential for combustion improvements to reduce potential odour enussions. 

• Investigate the impact of oxides of sulphur and oxides of nitrogen on the contribution to odour 
enussion rates. 

• Continue to sample stack gases for odour determination according to AS4323 .3, to quantify 
the effectiveness of the odour reduction strategies implemented. 

• Continue to perfom1 andlor implement the above actions in consultation with the DEC and the 
EIP Group. 

In addition there is likely to be a substantial reduction in odour as a result of the construction of the 
baghouse on kiln 6. The baghouse will allow the water injection system to be tumed off on kiln 6 as it 
will no longer be required to reduce gas temperatures once the baghouse is in place. As the water 
injection system may be the source of some odours (based on studies and anecdotally) the installation of 
the baghouse can be expected to reduce odours from kiln 6. 
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9. Property 
9.1 Overview 

It is impOliant for licensed prescribed prenlises to have an effective complaint management discipline in 
place. Complaints may be received from employees, customers, the cOllli11Unity or other third parties. 
Overall, procedures should be in place to ensure all complaints are recorded, evaluated, acted upon and 
resolved in a professional maImer that builds goodwill between the parties . 

A complaint management procedure has been implemented by CCL which aims to achieve the above 
standard. 

The majority of complaints received by CCL relate to dust or odour. 

9.2 Actions to address 

The complaint management procedure anticipates that the vast majority of complaints are straightforward 
and will be simply resolved following investigation by letter, or telephone. 

For the more complex matters, typically those with a compensation (property damage) element, additional 
procedures apply. These complaints are handled on a case by case basis . 

9.3 Future actions 

There have been no claims accepted or paid or judgments entered into by CCL in respect of any claims 
alleging property damage arising out of the operations of the Munster Plant. 

Further refinement of the CCL complaints process and the employment of a dedicated Coordinator of 
Community Relations will also help local residents communicate their concems about examples of 
property damage to CCL and receive prompt feedback. 
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10. Environment 
10.1 Overview 

ABL has in place a group-wide Safety, Health and Environment policy and standards procedure. 

The Munster Plant operates and complies with the Operating Licence which is regulated by the DEC. The 
current Operating Licence was issued in 2009 and scheduled to run until 2012. 

CCL has been actively engaging with the community, regulators and representative organisations for a 
number of years in order to address Operating Licence requirements and EIP issues. The most recent EIP 
was agreed with representatives of the local conununity as part of an EIP process. This approach to 
making environmental improvements at the site (for example with respect to the DIAP and dust 
deposition) was encouraged by the DEC as its preferred and best practice approach to engaging the local 
community in addressing environmental issues not directly addressed in the Operating Licence. It should 
be noted that EIP Group is coordinated and managed in accordance with the guidelines provided by the 
DEC's Environmental Improvement Plan Explanatory Document (August 2004) . 

The EIP captures environmental improvement initiatives to be undertaken at the Munster Plant. Local 
conununity representatives approved the plan as part of their role in an EIP Group. During the period 
January 2006 to December 2009 the EIP Group included representatives of the DEC, City of Cockburn 
and the local Member of Western Australian Parliament. Although the EIP Group continues to meet, the 
2006-2009 remit has now been completed and the group is in the process of renewing both its direction 
and membership with the goal of creating a new and revised EIP. 

The EIP document is publicly available and sets out all the environmental improvement initiatives 
planned between 2006 and 2009. The names of the community representatives involved in the EIP Group 
have also been published on www.cockburncement.com.au so that interested members of the community 
can have input into the process. The EIP document is available from CCL. 

Development of a new EIP will occur following completion of the current Operating Licence review that 
is being overseen by the DEC. It will be updated to incorporate any licence amendments. 

The community and organisational member role in the EIP Group is directed at bringing residents' 
viewpoints to discussions and providing feedback to the conununity groups they represent. This is viewed 
by CCL as one of the key areas for improvement relating to the effectiveness of the 2006 - 2009 EIP. 

10.2 Water 

Water for production purposes is obtained from site run-off, water bores and recycling through the 
wetlands at the Munster Plant. The wetlands are a water recycling system and were recognised as a 
national fmalist in the high-profile Banksia 2000 Environmental Awards and also received a 
commendation in the Western Australian Water Industry Awards. 

Potable water for human use at the site is purchased from the Water Corporation. 
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10.3 Wetlands system 

Water is used at the Munster Plant for cooling, milling and slurry manufacture and for various dust 
suppression measures. During the construction of kiln 6 in 1996 considerable attention was paid to 
creating a major water recycling system that would reduce long-tenn water use at the site. 

A substantial area of adjacent bushland presented an opportunity to create an extensive artificial wetland 
which would meet the CCL's needs to recycle and store water for production and help re-establish native 
flora and fauna in the area that was at risk of depletion through local land clearing. 

Figure 9: Wetlands system 

The wetland water recycling system includes the following components: 

• A primary sump collects surface stonn water from the surrounding bush and the operations. 
Larger particles settle on the floor of the sump and the cleaner water flows through a filter to 
the secondary sump where the finer particles settle. 

• The water then flows into a billabong densely planted with reeds and rushes to slow the water 
flow down and protect the banks from erosion. The plants act as a biological filter, taking up 
nutrients, which could cause algal growth. 

• Water from the billabong flows into a river bed where logs have been laid as habitat for 
insects, frogs and other small animals. River Red Gums and Paperbark trees have been 
planted to stabilize the riverbank, along with more reeds and rushes. 

• The river flows into the lake, which is the main storage area for the recycled water. It 
provides a strategic supply of 800,000 litres of clean water for use in the operations. 

• An island provides a safe nesting place for birds, while a wetland area north of the island 
allows excess water to slowly drain back into the underground aquifer ensuring that the 
surrounding bushland is not flooded during heavy winter rain. 
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As a result of establishing the wetland recycling system, CCL does not discharge waste water to water 
bodies. All the process water is recycled through the wetland, which is not connected to any streams or 
open water. The award winning wetlands demonstrate the degree to which thoughtful rehabilitation can 
contribute positively to the local envi.r01U11ent. 
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11. Conclusion 
The Munster Plant is an asset of State and National importance. CCL has competently discharged its duty 
to the local and broader cOllli11Unity to operate the Munster Plant in accordance with applicable legal 
standards while striving to meet contemporary standards for comparable facilities . 

An operation of this scale cmmot feasibly operate optimally at all times. The objective of minimising 
upset conditions is embedded in the management culture of the Munster Plant, as evidenced by the 
decision to introduce major improvements in the near future, including the installation of major new 
emission reduction equipment. 

Independent modelling by consultants, as audited by the DEC and the Department of Health has shown 
that the Munster Plant is relatively benign, taking into account its size and complexity. It complies with 
relevant safety, health and environmental standards. 

The Munster Plant has been established on its current site for some 55 years and Parliament has recently 
renewed its tenure at least until 2031. While CCL acknowledges that it is privileged to operate at its 
current location, there is in any event no reasonable practicable alternative site. 

CCL's substantial investment in the Munster Plant pays significant economic and social dividends for the 
State and local conm1Unities, as well as CCL's shareholders. It is an iconic State asset which will continue 
to be of strategic importance for many years to come. 

Unsurprisingly, the town planning strategies for the local area has been greatly influenced by the Munster 
Plant and that is likely to continue. Although plmming dynamics can change over time, there is no case 
for substantial change while the Munster Plant remains an asset of such vital importance to Western 
Australia and it continues to conform to contemporary health, environmental and other operational 
standards. 

The regulation of a complex industrial plant is primarily a legal and technical exercise, not a political one. 
In the final analysis, complaints must have some reasonable basis in law and science. While broader 
social issues should not be clinically excluded, it must be remembered that Parliament, in representing the 
community, has on a number of occasions approved or endorsed the continued existence of the Munster 
Plant on its current site. 

No advocacy by special interest groups should be permitted to gainsay the will of Parliament, which 
represents the entire State, including the local conm1unity. CCL does not pretend to be perfect in its 
operation of the Munster Plant, however, it strenuously endeavours to work effectively with the CUlTent 
plant and equipment. CCL also continues to invest in improvements that reflect the confidence placed in 
CCL by Parliament. 

CCL neveliheless will continue to work with all relevant Government agencies and interested parties to 
address community concerns. 

CCL has been pleased to make this submission and looks forward to pmiicipating fuliher in the 
Parliamentary Inquiry. In pmiicular CCL: 

• Seeks to be heard orally at the appropriate time; and 

• Reserves the right to amend or expand upon any aspect of this submission. 
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Annexure A 

Parliamentary Inquiry into 
Cockburn Cement Limited, Munster 

Annexure to CCl Submission to the Standing Committee 

on Environment and Public Affairs 

Defined terms and abbreviations 
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Annexure A - Defined terms and abbreviations 

In this document, deftned tem1S and abbreviations have the following meanings: 

ABL means Adelaide Brighton Limited. 

CCL means Cockburn Cement Limited. 

CEMS means continuous emission monitoring system. 

Committee means the Western Australian Legislative Council Standing Committee on Environment and 
Public Affairs established on 17 August 2005. 

DEC means the Western Australian Department of Environment and Conservation. 

DIAP means Dust Improvement Action Plan. 

DMP means Dust Management Plan. 

EIP means Environmental Improvement Plan. 

EIP Group means the group of representatives from the Munster locality, established to identify and 
address the envirom11ental concems of residents and stakeholders near the Munster Plant (for further 
details see section 2.6). 

Environmental Assessment Report 2006 means the Environmental Assessment RepOli published by the 
DEC in relation to the Licence Number 4533/12 dated 13 September 2006. 

EP Act means the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (W A). 

EPA means the Western Australian Envirolll1ent Protection Authority. 

ESP means electrostatic precipitator. 

GLC means ground level concentrations. 

LKD means lime kiln dust which results from the quicklime production process and is placed in landftll 
at the Munster Plant. 

KAQB means the Kwinana Air Quality Buffer and is synonymous with the Kwinana EPP Area. 

Kwinana EPP means the Environmental Protection (Kwinana) (Atmospheric Wastes) Policy Approval 
Order 1999. 

Kwinana EPP Area as referenced within Kwinana EPP. 

Kwinana Industrial Area means the area identifted on the map entitled 'Kwinana Industrial Estate' in 
Annexure B. 

Munster Plant includes the cement and quicklime manufacture, cement slurry manufacture, cement 
milling and bulk cement and quicklime storage and where the context permits, the quarries and quarrying 
operations caITied out in the 'works site' deftned in the State Agreement.. 

NEPM Air means National Environmental Protection Council (Ambient Air Quality) Measure. 

Operating Licence means the licence for prescribed premises in relation to the operations at the Munster 
Plant, issued on 20 March 2009 and expiring on 30 March 2012 (Licence Number L45331l 96711 4). 

Parliamentary Inquiry means the inquiry into Cockburn Cement Limited, Munster conunenced by the 
Conunittee. 
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PMIO, PM2.S and PM1.0 means airborne particulate matter with an equivalent aerodynanuc diameter of 
less than or equal to 10, 2.5 and 1.0 microns respectively. 

State Agreement means the Agreement between the State of Western Australia and Cockburn Cement 
Limited dated 18 February 1971 and included in the first Schedule to the State Agreement Act as varied 
by Agreements dated 25 August 1971,24 October 1986, 14 May 1997 and 14 June 2010. 

State Agreement Act means Cement Works (Cockburn Cement Limited) Agreement Act 1971 (WA). 

TEOM means Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance urilt. 

Terms of Reference means the ternlS of reference of the Parliamentary Inquiry. 

TSP means Total Suspended Particulates. 
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Annexure B 
Parliamentary Inquiry into 
Cockburn Cement Limited, Munster 

Annexure to CCl Submission to the Standing Committee 
on Environment and Public Affairs 

Map of Kwinana Industrial Area 
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